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What is digital
consumer culture?



UNIQUE ELEMENTS OF DIGITAL CONSUMPTION

•Miscalleneity: Serendipity and Prosthetic Memory
•Reality and virtuality boundaries
•Speed: Instant gratification and contagion
•Free stuff !
•Control
•Play and absorption









Fashion stylists traditionally “curated” looks that would 
be disseminated within the fashion field by selecting 
clothing and accessories worn in fashion shoots. Fashion 
photographers created the images that were 
disseminated, for example, through the labor involved in 
creating or selecting the sets where shoots occurred, 
arranging lighting, choosing lens, selecting images, and 
photoshopping selected images to create the final 
product. And fashion editors have supervised the process 
of  creating, developing, and presenting content for 
traditional or online media (Granger 2007). 

We support the claim that consumers are now sharing 
such institutional work first with a visual image that 
illustrates a consumer who has engaged in both curating 
a look and creating an image in a manner directly 
comparable to that typically done by stylists and 
photographers. 









Small exercise:
1. Pick a fashion blog or fashion 

Instagram account. 
2. Describe how the style has changed 

since its beginning.





Cultural capital
• “What you know”
• Embodied knowledge of  what is 

important in the field
• “This-over-that” tacit intuition

Social capital
• “Who you know”
• Field connections
• Name recognition in field

Economic capital
• “What you own”
• Money, possession of  value field 

artifacts

Symbolic capital
• Particular forms of  

social/cultural/economic capital can 
become legitimate markers of  prestige, 
respect, or authority in the field
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1. From journal to taste display

2. From community to audience

3. From curating to modeling

4. From snapshots to professional images

5. Practices of  misrecognition





Small exercise:
1. Please identify a style that has recently 

emerged through fashion blogs and 
how it has changed!







Objects

MeaningsDoing

The organization of  
a taste regime

Clothes and other relevant 
props that define a style

How to wear the 
clothes, in which 
geographic or 
cultural settings, 
in what poses... 

How the clothes 
are coded, what 
types of  emotions 
are they supposed 
to convey





Taste regime convergence

Taste regime extension

Taste regime normalization



Edward: I particularly like the scarf  and the boots 
underneath the pants! I normally don't like it, but 
the slim shape of  the toe just seems to make 
everything flow nicely, and your legs look crazy 
long. The sharp lines in the coat are brilliant too! 

Tomorrow: Love the fit of  the trousers, goes really 
well with the devoa

DoD: Really nice. Best way to wear grey is lots of  it 
and in variation.

Brooklyn: very nice Chapeautier...you should think 
twice about trading or blacking out those 
gloves...they really enhance the outfit



BLUMER’S RULES OF FASHION

1. There must be freedom to choose from competing 
codes

2. These codes are currently not axiologically or 
hierarchically determined

3. Social power structures exist and contest these codes
4. The codes must be “open” for the idea of  “new” from 

important events, people, or other social changes

• “[Fashion has to be] open to the recurrent 
presentation of  models or proposals of  new 
social forms” 
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“Based on our findings, we predict that the 
emphasis of  these three micro-processes 
will change over time, even though they 
continue to happen concomitantly. 
To elaborate on this point, it is useful to 
introduce the notion of  a settled taste 
regime, when a high degree of  consensus 
exists, and unsettled or emergent, when a 
low degree of  consensus exists.”





Do algorithms influence fashion 
and how?

Can you describe, say, your 
Instagram feed—what kind of  
fashion brands or even influencers 
are being pushed to you, and why?



“gaming the system” or 
”playing the visibility game”?

What are the consequences 
for the dispersion of  fashion?





Fashion Marketing, Period III

• Understanding how marketing strategy works in 
the context of  fashion

• Guest lectures! Harvard cases! Newest of  the new 
theory! 

Creativity in Marketing, Period IV

• A deep dive into creativity and using creative 
techniques to solve the toughest marketing 
problems

• Taught for the last time at the master’s level! (Will 
move down into a bachelor level course.)



SCHEDULE (2019 edition)
Tuesday 16 April
Course Introduction and Practicalities

Thursday 18 April

Business Models in Fashion

Tuesday 23 April

Branding, Brand Management, and Brand Building

Thursday 25 April
Case: Predicting Customer Tastes with Big Data at Gap

Tuesday 30 April
Company Guest Lecture: Makia—A Retail perspective

Thursday 2 May
Retailing and Supply Chains

Tuesday 7 May
Assignment Presentations: Hálo Influencer Strategies

Tuesday 14 May

Magic in Luxury Fashion Branding

Thursday 16 May

Case: Branding in an Emerging Market: Strategies for 
Sustaining Market Dominance of  the Largest Apparel 
Brand in India

Tuesday 21 May

Sustainability and the Supply Chain 

Thursday 23 May
Case: H&M’s Global Supply Chain Management 
Sustainability: Factories and Fast Fashion
*mandatory attendance


